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Joan Miró was a pioneering twentieth-century surrealist whose experiments with chance and the unconscious yielded new expressive possibilities and pictorial vocabularies. Born in Barcelona, he spent most of his adulthood in France, where he was a leading figure in the School of Paris.

Miró drew Signes et Symboles in Paris, two years after the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War. He had fled there to escape the hostilities and would stay until 1940. Even before the war, he had been giving artistic vent to his apprehension about the rise of political turbulence across Europe. Later, he would call this his “savage period.” Tragic and horrific subject matter, vigorous paint handling, and extreme formal distortion characterized many of his works from 1934 through the late 1930s, a period of unceasing anxiety and creative difficulties for the artist. As the poet and art critic Jacques Dupin put it, “A poetic universe had suddenly been struck with terror.” Both Miró and his countryman Pablo Picasso responded to the atrocities being carried out in their native Spain, and each produced a major canvas – The Reaper and Guernica, respectively – for exhibition at the Spanish pavilion of the Paris Exposition Universelle in July 1937, to protest the intensive air attack on the defenseless Basque town of Guernica that April.

Signes et Symboles is a product of this disturbing moment in world history and in the artist’s life. Fear, connection with the heavens, the exhilaration of flight, life’s natural cycles – none of these previous, optimistic themes in Miró’s work occupies him here. Instead, a block ground contrasts with an anxious white line. A smudged umber gouache frames hieroglyphic forms that vaguely suggest figures on a stage set. The drawing appears spontaneous and erratic; little is settled, and much is left in nervous agitation. Miró readily recognized that current events intrude on even the most apolitical artists. “The outer world,” he wrote in 1939, “always has an influence on the painter. It goes without saying. If the interplay of lines and colors does not expose the inner drama of the creator, then it is nothing more than bourgeois entertainment.” Holed up in a cramped Paris studio, watching his homeland fall prey to fascist aggression, he poured his anxieties into his art. Miró had been among the first artists to tap the psyche directly as a creative resource. Now, that practice yielded art reflecting immense inner turmoil.
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Miró (Spanish, 1893–1983)

Per son n ages O iseaux, Joan Miró’s mosaic mural on the southern-exterior wall of the McKnight Art Center’s eastern section, is a vital symbol for the Ulrich Museum of Art, Wichita State University (WSU), and the city of Wichita. A native of Barcelona who was mainly based in Paris, Miró was a key surrealist in the period between the world wars. His work enjoyed international success.

In 1954 Miró embraced the surrealist principle of automatism— that is, allowing the unconscious, rather than logic and reason, to guide the creation of a work. As he wrote a year later, “My latest canvases I conceived as if thunderstruck, totally disengaged from the external world.”1 Like other surrealists, Miró frequently let dreams suggest his subject and how to represent it.

Personnages Oiseaux contains core ingredients of Miró’s art. Colorful elements float freely across an expansive field. Perspective and modeling are absent, and the linear patterning suggests a spriely calligraphy. According to the title, the abstracted figures are fantastical bird people. Miró regularly depicted birds, stars, and people to reflect his profound faith in humanity. The brilliant colors and fanciful creatures in the Ulrich mural embody the joyful celebration of life that is typical of his mature work.

Although best known as a painter, Miró was also an enthusiastic experimenter. “I have always been interested in media other than paint,” he wrote in 1960.2 The Ulrich commission gave him his first opportunity to design a major work that would be executed chiefly in glass.

Seventeen years before creating Personnages Oiseaux, he painted a large-scale canvas for Harvard University’s Harkness Commons that was reproduced as a ceramic mural (1960–61). His other significant ceramic murals include those at UNESCO headquarters in Paris (1956), the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York (1956–57), the Barcelona airport (1970), and the world’s fair in Osaka, Japan (1970). For the Wichita project, he asked that ateliers Loire in Chartres, France, a specialized decorative-stained-glass manufacturer, fabricate his design. An estimated one million pieces of glass and marble comprise the twenty-eight-by-fifty-two-foot expanse. Personnages Oiseaux is the only mural Miró made in this medium, although he later designed stained-glass windows for the Maeght and Cziffra art foundations in France.

The museum’s founding director, Martin H. Bush, conceived and directed the commission. Miró generously donated his design. WSU students and private donors funded production. The mural is among the largest of numerous public-art commissions Miró undertook late in his career. “Doing work for public places is one of my passions,” he said in 1960. “The first mural I did was commissioned by an American university [Harvard]. I was fascinated by the idea because it would put me in touch with those students who would pass the mural every day.”3 Some six hundred thousand people annually traverse the WSU campus, where, fulfilling the artist’s hope, they are able to encounter and marvel at this masterpiece.
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16 Personnages Oiseaux (Bird People)
1977–78
Venetian glass and marble, 316 x 625 in.
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